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Persistent hole burning in multiple-scattering optical media
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We analyzed the shape and width of room-temperature persistent holes in photoreactive and multiple-
scattering media in frequency and wave-vector domains. The shape and width of holes depend on sample
thickness, transport mean free path, geometrical configuration, and absorption lengths. The measurements of
the angular dependence of hole burning in a disordered CdS0.85Se0.15- doped glass sample were in quantitative
agreement with theory.
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Photochemical and nonphotochemical persistent h
burning is popular in organic molecules embedded in lo
temperature glassy materials.1–3 When a monochromatic la
ser is irradiated in an inhomogeneously broadened impu
vibronic absorption band, a narrow hole with a spect
width of the order of the homogeneous linewidth is pr
duced. The hole production is based on a site selective p
tobleaching process, and the mechanism is usually expla
on the basis of a two-level system structure of the gla
material, which consists of asymmetric intermolecu
double well potential.4 The persistent hole lasts without pro
file change as long as the material is kept at the low temp
ture, and has attracted interest for its application to hi
density optical data storage.5–8

Recently, a similar hole burning, but based on a tota
different mechanism, has been reported in photoreactive
terials combined with multiple scattering.9 In a multiple-
scattering medium, propagation modes exist in angular
quency domain with the mode spacing ofDv
52p2c3/L3v2, whereL is the dimension of the sample an
c is the velocity of light, while each propagation mode ha
spectral width of the order of inverse of photon lifetim
dv;2p(D/L2)52p(cl* /3L2)[2pt l i f e

21 , where D is the
diffusion constant andl * is the transport mean free path.10–13

Consider a disordered medium of 1 mm thickness with
transport mean free path of 10mm, the spectral width could
be dv;6.3 GHz. We see a correspondence ofdv in
multiple-scattering medium to the homogenous linewidth
the inhomogeneously broadened band in impurity molecu
in glassy material.12,13 It has also been pointed out that the
is analogy between fluorescence line narrowing meas
ment and correlation measurements of fluctuations in di
dered media. Since each propagation mode has its own c
plex spatial mode pattern, if one could photobleach suc
spatial pattern in the medium, persistent hole could
burned in the frequency domain at room temperature.

This is reminiscent of the use of Lippman hologram
which are the basis of an optical data storage method u
the interference of incident beams.14 In the Lippman holo-
gram, optical data are stored in the three-dimensional in
ference pattern of standing wave, whereas in multip
scattering medium, data are stored in the three-dimensi
random interference speckle pattern.15 A single volume me-
dium can, therefore, store a great many coexisting data at
time when the recording angle is changed. In this paper,
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calculated the shape and width of the persistent hole on
basis of the intensity correlation of fluctuations in multipl
scattering media. We also present a hole burning experim
in CdS0.85Se0.15- doped disordered glass16–18in order to com-
pare theory with experiment.

The production mechanism of the hole is explained
follows. First, a recording beam with the incident frequen
v1 and wave vectork1 is injected onto a multiple-scatterin
medium. The injected light propagates through the mediu
producing a random interference pattern, i.e., a volu
speckle. This pattern is recorded in the medium throug
photobleaching process. After the pattern is recorded, the
minescence intensity from the sample excited by a read
beam ofv2 and k2 is monitored as a function ofDv5v2
2v1 andDk5k22k1. Consider that the frequency and wav
vector of the recording and reading beams coincide, the s
tial fluctuation patterns produced by the two beams also
incide with respect to each other. The reading beam, th
excites only the photobleached portion of the medium,
luminescence intensity being reduced. We will observe a
in the luminescence intensity as a function ofDv and Dk.
The process is, therefore, described on the basis of the in
sity correlation of fluctuations inside the medium. The sha
of the observed hole,H(Dv,Dk), may be represented as,

H~Dv,Dk!5hE E drdrdC~Dv,Dk,r !T~r ,r d!, ~1!

where C(Dv,Dk,r ) is the cumulant intensity correlatio
function between fluctuations produced by the recording
reading beams atr inside the medium,T(r ,r d) is the diffu-
sive intensity propagator of the luminescence light fromr to
outgoing pointr d , andh is the efficiency of the hole pro
duction. The intensity correlation functionC(Dv,Dk,r ) is
represented as,

C~Dv,Dk,r !5^dI ~v1 ,k1 ,r !dI ~v2 ,k2 ,r !&

5^E~v1 ,k1 ,r !E* ~v1 ,k1 ,r !

3E~v2 ,k2 ,r !E* ~v2 ,k2 ,r !&2^I &2, ~2!

where the angular bracket^ & represents an ensemble avera
over disordered configurations,dI (v,k,r )5I 2^I & and
E(v,k,r ) are the local intensity fluctuation and the elect
field at r produced by the incident beam of frequencyv and
©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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wave vectork. Each local electric field in Eq.~2! is ex-
pressed as a sum of fields propagated along all possible
jectories in the medium,

C~Dv,Dk,r !5 K( ( ( ( all trajectories

3W1 exp@2 i $v1~ t2s1 /c!1k1R1%#

3W2* exp@ i $v1~ t2s2 /c!2k1R2%#

3W3 exp@2 i $v2~ t2s3 /c!1k2R3%#

3W4* exp@ i $v2~ t2s4 /c!2k2R4%# L 2^I &2,

~3!

wherePi5uWi u2 is the probability that the intensity propa
gates along a trajectoryi, Ri is the vector parallel to the
incident surface that represents the entrance point of tra
tory i, andsi is the length of the trajectoryi. The intensity
correlation in the disordered medium can be expanded wi
dimensionless conductanceg5 l * N/L, and higher order cor-
relations, the long and infinite range correlations, are a
developed.19–23 In this article, we only consider the leadin
order correlation and ignore the higher order correlatio
since they areg21 and g22 order of magnitude smaller
There are two types of terms in the summation of Eq.~3! for
which the ensemble average does not vanish. We also rep
the sum of trajectories with an integration of the distributi
function of the trajectories,(uWu2→**dRdsP(R,s). Eq.
~1! is written as,

H~Dv,Dk!5hE E drdrdU E E dRds

3P~R,s!exp@2 i $Dvs/c1DkR%#U2

T~r ,r d!.

~4!

Let us consider a slab sample with a thickness ofL and an
incident beam larger thanL and calculate the shape an
width of the hole. For simplicity, we assume that the abso
tion length for the recording and reading beams are the s
since the frequency difference between two beams is ge
ally small compared with the absorption band of the pho
reactive material, whereas the absorption length for the
minescence light is different owing to the large Stokes sh
The diffusive absorption lengths are denotedLa5Al * l a/3
and Lal5Al * l al/3, wherel a and l al are absorption length
without scattering for the recording and reading beams
for the luminescence light, respectively. The distributi
function of the trajectories are calculated on the basis of
diffusion approximation. We take thez axis to be perpendicu
lar to the incoming surface and the slab sample to occupy
space 0,z,L. The absorbing walls are set atz520.7l *
andz5L10.7l * .24,25 The distribution function is
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P~R,s!5E E ds8dr8G0~r 2r 8,s2s8!d~s8!d~R8!

3(
n

$d~z82@2n~L11.4l * !1s0# !

2d„z81@2n~L11.4l * !1s011.4l * #…%, ~5!

where s0 is the source point,r 825R821z82 and G0(r ,s)
5exp@2cr2/4Ds# is the Green function in an infinite me
dium. Using Eqs.~3! and ~5!, we obtain,

C~Dv,Dk,z!

5
cosh„2g~L10.7l * 2z!…2cos„2d~L10.7l * 2z!…

cosh„2g~L11.4l * !…2cos„2d~L11.4l * !…
,

~6!

whereg1d i 5ADk21(1/ta1 iDv)/D.10–13,21–23The propa-
gatorT(z,zd) is also calculated on the basis of the diffusio
approximation as,

T~z,zd!5
sinh„~z110.7l * !/Lal…sinh„~L10.7l * 2z2!/Lal…

~1/Lal!sinh„~L11.4l * !/Lal…
,

~7!

FIG. 1. Calculated curves for the hole as a function ofDvt l i f e

for ~a! transmission, and~b! reflection geometries.La is, ~1! 0.2L,
~2! 0.4L, ~3! 0.6L, and ~4! 1.4L. Lal5` and l * 50.033L. All
curves are normalized.
2-2
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wherez15z, z25zd5L2 l * for the transmission geometr
and z15zd5 l * , z25z for the reflection geometry, respec
tively. The shape of the hole for the transmission and refl
tion geometry are calculated on the basis of Eqs.~1!, ~6!, and
~7!. Figure 1 shows calculated curves for the hole shape
function of Dv, i.e., H(Dv,0), for different absorption
lengths of the recording and reading beams,La . A similar
calculation was also performed inDk domain. The full-width
at half-maximum~FWHM! of the hole are plotted in Fig. 2
as a function ofLa . The width of the hole becomes broad
all four cases shown in Figs. 1 and 2 with increasing
absorption. When La,L, absorption terminates lon
trajectories.26,27This effect broadens the intensity correlatio
functionsC(Dv) andC(Dk), and also the width of the hole
in accordance with Eq.~1!. In Fig. 3, we examined the de
pendence of the hole width on the absorption length for
luminescence,Lal . The parameter used arel * 50.033L and
La50.6L. The hole width becomes broad in the reflecti
geometry, whereas the width becomes narrow in the tra
mission geometry when the absorption is increased. In
transmission geometry, the absorptionLal terminates the lu-
minescence light coming from the smallz region, where the

FIG. 2. The width of the hole as a function ofLa . The dotted
and solid lines are for the transmission and reflection geomet
respectively. The thick and thin lines are forH(Dvt l i f e) and
H(DkL). Lal5` and l * 50.033L.

FIG. 3. The width of the hole as a function ofLal . The dotted
and solid lines are for the transmission and reflection geomet
respectively. The thick and thin lines are forH(Dvt l i f e) and
H(DkL), respectively.La50.6L and l * 50.033L.
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mean path differenceDj is relatively small andC(Dv) and
C(Dk) are broad. We also examined the dependence of
hole onl * . The result is shown in Fig. 4. In the transmissio
geometry, the hole is almost independent ofl * as long as
l * !L , while in the reflection geometry, the width becom
narrow with increasingl * . In the reflection geometry, the
main contribution to the hole arises from trajectories exist
in the smallz region, andl * is relevant toDj.

We performed a hole burning experiment in a disorde
CdSxSe12x-doped glass inDk domain and compared the re
sults with the theoretical calculations. CdSxSe12x-doped
glasses are silicate glasses in which CdSxSe12x microcrys-
tallites of several tens to a hundred angstrom
embedded.16–18 They have attracted much interest for the
unique properties based on the quantum confinement
large surface effects of microcrystallites. When a laser be
is irradiated on these glasses, the luminescence intensi
fatigued whereas the absorption spectrum is kept alm
intact.16,18 This is referred to as photodarkening effect. T
mechanism has been discussed in terms of the surface
ping state. We use this effect as the photoreactive proces
record the volume speckle in the medium.

FIG. 5. Experimental results of the normalized hole as a fu
tion of DkL in disordered CdS0.85Se0.15-doped glasses. Open an
solid circles are for the transmission and reflection geometries
spectively. The dotted and solid lines are theoretically calcula
curves for the transmission and reflection geometries, respectiv

s,

s,

FIG. 4. Calculated curves forH(DkL). l * is ~1! 0.01L, ~2!
0.03L, and ~3! 0.06L. The dotted and solid lines are for the tran
mission and reflection geometries, respectively.La5` and Lal

5`. All curves are normalized.
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The incident light source was the second harmonics
semiconductor laser pumped Nd31 yttrium aluminum garnet
~YAG! laser. The wavelength was 532 nm. The sample w
CdS0.85Se0.15(x50.85)-doped glass. The glass was grain
into powder of micrometer size. This powder was compac
into a slab geometry with a thickness of 1.0 mm between
optical glass plates and used as the multiple-scatte
sample. The absorption length at 532 nm wasl a57.0 mm,
whereas at the luminescence wavelength of 605 nm the
sorption was almost negligible. The transport mean free p
was determined to be 30mm from a total transmission ex
periment. In our experiments, only one laser beam was u
First, the laser beam was irradiated on the sample for 80
record the volume speckle pattern through the photodark
ing effect. Then the beam was attenuated in intensity
used as the reading beam to excite the luminescence.
luminescence was collected both in the transmission and
flection geometries and led into a monochromater and
tected by a photomultiplier tube. The typical laser power w
400 mW for the recording beam and 2 mW for the read
beam. Note that no speckle fluctuation outside the med
was recorded in the present experiment. The sample wa
ul
er
k,

t.

tt.

T.

-
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on a stage and rotated by a stepping motor to change
angle between the incident beam and the sample. The lu
nescence intensity as a function ofDkL is shown in Fig. 5. It
is seen that the intensity shows a dip aroundDkL;0 and the
persistent hole is formed in the sample. The typical depth
the hole was 6%. The dotted and solid lines show theor
cally calculated curves on the basis of Eq.~1!. The param-
eters used areLa50.28L, Lal5`, andl * 50.033L. We see a
quantitative agreement with experiment and theory. We
not take the effect of the internal reflection at the interfac
of the sample into account.28 Assuming the volume fraction
of the sample to be 0.74, the effective refractive index of
disordered CdSxSe12x glass may be estimated to be 1.3
which is smaller than that of the glass plates sporting
sample, 1.52. The internal reflection at the interface is e
mated to be 0.019 and may not be important in our case

In conclusion, we analyzed the persistent holes
multiple-scattering media on the basis of the intensity cor
lation of fluctuations. The measurements of the angular
pendence of hole burning in disordered CdS0.85Se0.15-doped
glass sample were in quantitative agreement with theory
pt.
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